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The Spack community continues to grow! 5,900+ software packages

900+ contributors

Package contribution rate
increased in 2020

Broke 4,600 monthly active users on docs site
in October 2021

Monthly active users
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Spack core development is sustained by a number of
key DOE programs and partners

• Packaging Technologies Project
• Facility Integration
• Testing Task Force

https://software.llnl.gov/radiuss

• Common Compute Environment
• Computation Systems & Software Environment
• Facility Operations & User Support

np-complete
S.r.l.
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Spack is the most depended-upon project in ECP

 Spack is used to integrate the software ecosystem
for the three upcoming U.S. exascale systems

 ECP has built the Extreme Scale Scientific Software
Stack (E4S) with Spack – more at https://e4s.io

Spack is a critical part of ECP

https://e4s.io

https://e4s.io/
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 Using Cray Programming Environment’s MPI, libsci, 
etc. currently requires a fair amount of configuration
— Users have to register externals and go through modules
— PrgEnvs make it hard to be precise about dependencies

 PE team has worked with us to develop a JSON 
format to describe PE contents

 PE team has also been responsive with other 
requests:
— Standalone compiler executables (no modules)
— Standalone MPI wrappers (like normal MPICH)

 Things are getting better!

We have worked with HPE to improve Spack support in the 
Cray Programming Environment

Cray PE JSON descriptor
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Spack’s widespread adoption has made it a de facto standard, 
drawing contribution and collaboration from many vendors

 AWS invests in cloud credits for Spack build farm
— Joint Spack tutorial in July with AWS had 125+ participants
— Joint AWS/AHUG Spack Hackathon drew 60+ participants

 AMD has contributed ROCm packages and compiler support
— 55+ PRs mostly from AMD, also others
— ROCm, HIP, aocc packages are all in Spack now

 Intel contributing OneApi support and licenses for our build farm

 NVIDIA contributing NVHPC compiler support and other features

 Fujitsu and RIKEN have contributed a huge number of packages for 
ARM/a64fx support on Fugaku

 ARM and Linaro members contributing ARM support
— 400+ pull requests for ARM support from various companies
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Spack GitHub remains a very busy place

HEP folks are frequently
among our top contributors!
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1. Improving support for GPUs and exascale machines (Cray PE)

2. Developer workflows

3. CI, Testing, and Binary Distribution

4. Deeper modeling of the software ecosystem

5. Broader reach into non-traditional HPC, including:
— C++ community
— Windows
— Cloud environments

What are the priorities going forward?
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Our strategy going forward is to focus on building and testing for the 
compiler/runtime stacks on EA systems

• We added much-needed support for new vendor compilers
– oneapi: Intel, nvhpc: NVIDIA, aocc: AMD

• Working to add tests so that we can use new spack test capability on EA systems
– Community can integrate smoke tests into Spack packages
– We will be running continuous smoke tests in CI for the ECP stack

• GPU integration across the stack will be an ongoing focus
– Focus on CUDA and HIP packages and common usage
– Focus on interoperability for mixed compilers, continue to work with vendors

• Aggressive tests of relocatable binary builds on all EA systems
– Keep things working with constant pull request testing
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 Two files:
— spack.yaml describes project requirements and configuration
— spack.lock describes exactly what was installed

• Allows you to reproduce an installation

 An environment can be versioned in a repository
— Technique used by uberenv, serac, other projects to manage 

dependencies

 MAPP repository structure maps fairly well to a Spack 
environment

Spack’s environment abstraction allows users to work with a 
subset of packages

Simple spack.yaml file

install
build 

project
spack.yaml file with 
names of required 

dependencies

Lockfile describes 
exact versions installed

Dependency 
packages

Concrete spack.lock file  (generated)
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We have built a number of developer workflow features
on top of Spack environments (similarities with SpackDev)

Automatically find and configure external packages on the system

spack.yaml configurationpackage.py

spack external find

spack containerize
Turn environments into container build recipes

spack.yaml

.gitlab-ci.yml CI pipeline

Automatically generate parallel build pipelines
(more on this later)

spack ci

class Libsigsegv(AutotoolsPackage, GNUMirrorPackage):
"""GNU libsigsegv is a library for handling page faults in user mode."""

# ... spack package contents ...

extra_install_tests = ‘tests/.libs’

def test(self):
data_dir = self.test_suite.current_test_data_dir
smoke_test_c = data_dir.join(‘smoke_test.c’)

self.run_test(
'cc’, [

'-I%s' % self.prefix.include,
'-L%s' % self.prefix.lib, '-lsigsegv’,
smoke_test_c,
'-o', 'smoke_test'

]
purpose='check linking’)

self.run_test(
‘smoke_test’, [], data_dir.join('smoke_test.out’), 
purpose=‘run built smoke test’)

self.run_test('sigsegv1': ['Test passed’], purpose='check sigsegv1 output’)
self.run_test('sigsegv2': ['Test passed’], purpose='check sigsegv2 output’)

spack test
Packages know how to run their own test suites

package.py
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 Workflow:
— Set up an environment for a code
— Develop multiple packages from its dependencies
— Easily rebuild with changes

 You need to supply a version to spack develop 

— Spack needs to know what version to check out.
— Can be a git version, tarball, etc.

 Develop installations are install in the 
regular Spack install tree, with a unique hash

spack develop lets developers work on many packages at once
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 Users can now specify a full, 40-char git commit as a version
— Works in environments or on the command line

 This was tricky because we needed a way to compare a commit to a version
— MBS only needs to be able to fetch by commit, not compare
— Packages have conditional logic with versions
— We can compare versions to commits based on tags in a repository

 We developed an internal representation for commit versions
— Lexicographic tuple comparison: 

(<version>, "", <commits since prior tag>)

— Comes before any <version>.x
— Allows commits to be compared by distance between versions.

 We can iterate on these semantics
— there are certain types of versioning schemes for which they won’t work

We have added git versioning to Spack

$ spack install zlib @53ce2713117ef2a8ed682d77b944df991c499252
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 Not unlike other LLNL codes, but…

 MARBL is more deeply modular than prior codes
— Designed to support modular physics
— MARBL itself has two hydro options: Miranda & Blast
— Code, build structure both assume that a simulation is 

comprised of packages

 Needed a way to simplify modular workflows
— Need to work on several repos at once
— Changes to the code are multiple pull requests

 LLNL and other HPC users likely won’t use mono-
repos
— Issues:

• Managing permissions
• Code timescales
• Independence of teams

— Systems like Bazel are extremely hard to get working 
on non-Google environments.

MARBL has about 50 dependencies (and growing)
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 LLNL Applied ML team needed to deploy
— PyTorch + Kull development environment
— On ppc64le with system MPI

 Before Spack
— Everybody built from scratch
— People wrote scripts and passed them around
— Days were spent trying to debug build differences

 After spack
— Versioned reproducible spack environments in a git repo
— Standard environments in a shared team directory
— Team members can set up a reproducible, customizable

environment in ~20 minutes.
• Change python version, PyTorch version on the fly
• Leverage binary caches to avoid redundant builds.

c/o Robert Blake

spack:
specs:
- py-horovod
- py-torch
- python
- py-h5py

packages:
all:
providers:
mpi:
- mvapich2@2.3
lapack:
- openblas threads=openmp
blas:
- openblas threads=openmp

buildable: true
variants: [+cuda cuda_arch=37]
compiler: [gcc@7.3.0]

...
python:
version: [3.8.6]

cudnn:
version:
- 8.0.4.30-11.1-linux-x64

py-torch:
buildable: true
variants: +cuda +distributed

mvapich2:
externals:
- spec: mvapich2@2.3.1%gcc@7.3.0
prefix: /usr/tce/packages/mvapich2/mvapich2-2.3-gcc-7.3.0

compilers:
- compiler:

operating_system: rhel7
paths:
cc: /usr/tce/packages/gcc/gcc-7.3.0/bin/gcc

cxx: /usr/tce/packages/gcc/gcc-7.3.0/bin/g++

spack.yaml file

The AML team has used Spack environments to accelerate 
their workflow for PyTorch

This stack is not as complex as MARBL, but seemed like a good basis.
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 First section is familiar
— List of packages with hashes

 spack.yaml contains:
— Hashes
— Per-package options
— Compiler options
— Flags
— External packages
— Local package recipe repositories
— Etc.

 If this is too long, some of this can 
be moved to external includes

Under this new workflow, users can describe their environment 
in a spack.yaml

Current MARBL spack.yaml

MPI

BLAS/LAPACK

build
dependencies

package repos

compiler info

options, 
versions/hashes

external
package prefs
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 Users specify their constraints in spack.yaml
— The rest of configuration is automated by the concretizer
— The concretizer is a constraint solver that reconciles 

package requirements with yours
— Details are beyond the scope of this presentation 

 If you modify spack.yaml, you can either:
— Run spack install again (this concretizes before installing)
— Run spack concretize –-force to see the 

concretized environment before installing (shown at right)

 spack.lock contains all the decisions the concretizer made:
— Versions
— Compilers, compiler versions
— Variant values
— Optional dependencies
— Target architecture

 Open question: how best to manage spack.lock files

Spack generates a spack.lock file that enables you to reproduce 
the environment

Fully concretized MARBL environment
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Spack workflow for developer environment

$ git clone ssh://git@rzgitlab.llnl.gov:7999/mapp/mapp
$ cd mapp
$ spack env activate .
$ spack develop blast@develop
$ spack develop miranda@develop
$ srun –N 2 –n 16 --exclusive spack install

PROJECT

MIRANDABLAST EXOMARBL

. . .

spack.yaml
Components to work on

spack can do multi-node builds

spack.lock

CLI workflow

Top-level YAML manifest and lock file(s)

Subdirectories with components
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E4S is ECP’s curated, Spack-based software distribution

• E4S is just a set of Spack packages
– 60+ packages (297 including dependencies)
– Growing to include all of ST and more

• Users can install E4S packages:
– In their home directory
– In a container

• Facilities can install E4S packages:
– On bare metal
– In a container

• Users and facilities can choose parts they want
– spack install only the packages you want

– Or just edit the list of packages (and configurations) you want in 
a spack.yaml file

Actual E4S manifest (spack.yaml) for OLCF Ascent

More on E4S at https://e4s.io

https://e4s.io/
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E4S team has built a binary cache with over 
50,000+ Spack binary packages

• Built for multiple OS’s, architectures

• E4S team is working with ECP projects to accelerate 
their build pipelines

• Improved performance of cloud CI for one project by 
10-100x
– Previously, builds took too long for free cloud CI
– Project can now iterate faster using

Spack/E4S binaries

• We are rapidly building out binary build capabilities 
for Spack
– Aim to have optimized binaries for most platforms in 

Frontier/El Capitan timeframe

https://oaciss.uoregon.edu/e4s/inventory.html
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We have expanded our CI builds to trigger on pull requests, allowing us 
to do CI in the cloud for LLNL open source projects

spack ci

Spack Contributions
on GitHub

spack.yaml

configuration

gitlab.spack.io

GitLab CI builds (changed) packages
• On every pull request
• On every release branch
• Different compilers (Intel soon!)

• New security model supports untrusted contributions from forks

– Sandboxed build caches for test builds

– Authoritative builds on mainline only after approved merge

x86_64 and aarch64
pipelines in AWS

ppc64le pipelines at
U. Oregon

Pipelines at LLNL
(new)
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Future CI directions focus on scalability and testing

• Scaling tests up to handle every PR has been very difficult
– Driven by GitLab
– Using Kubernetes builders
– Using a cluster at U. Oregon

• Concretization of large environments was slowing turnaround
– 55 min to concretize E4S environment (each spec separately)
– Brought this down to 2.5 min this past weekend

• Amazon and E4S/UO team helping to pinpoint errors

• Once we have a stable, rolling release of spack develop branch, 
we’ll make the build cache public
– Rolling binaries for develop
– Long-lived snapshots for each release

http://stats.e4s.io
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Spack’s model lowers the maintenance burden 
of optimized software stacks

Traditional OS
package manager

Recipe per
package configuration

(need rewrites for new systems)

Portable (unoptimized)
x86_64 binaries

One software stack
upgraded over timeBuild farm

Parameterized recipe
per package

(Same recipe evolves for all targets)
Build farm / CI

Optimized 
Graviton2 binaries

Optimized
Skylake binaries

Optimized
GPU binaries

Many 
software stacks 

Built for specific:
Systems

Compilers
OS’s
MPIs
etc.

Spack

Users/developers can also build directly from source
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High level view of a Spack package build

• new versions 
• new dependencies
• new constraints

package.py repository

local preferences config  packages.yaml
yaml

local environment config spack.yamlyaml

admins,
users

users

Command line constraints

spack install hdf5@1.12.0 +debug

Contributors

default config 
packages.yaml

yamlspack
developers

users

concretizer

Concrete spec is

fully constrained

and can be built.
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Spack’s concretizer has gotten pretty complicated

 Current implementation is ad-hoc:
— Traverse the DAG

— Evaluate conditions, add dependencies

— Fill in defaults from many sources

— Repeat until DAG doesn’t change

 Issues:
— Limited support for backtracking causes some 

graphs to resolve incorrectly

— Some constraints are strictly ordered

— Lots of conditional complexity

 Design doesn’t scale to all the criteria
— Hard to add new features/logic

— Can be slow

Concretizer

Command Line

Environments

Local config

Defaults

Package 
repositories

Sources for constraints
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 New concretizer leverages Clingo (see potassco.org)

 Clingo is an Answer Set Programming (ASP) solver
— ASP looks like Prolog; leverages SAT solvers for speed/correctness
— ASP program has 2 parts:

1. Large list of facts generated from our package repositories and config
– 20,000 – 30,000 facts is typical – includes dependencies, options, etc.

2. Small logic program (~800 lines), including constraints and optimization 
criteria

 New algorithm on the Spack side is conceptually simpler:
— Generate facts for all possible dependencies, send to logic program
— Optimization criteria express preferences more clearly
— Build a DAG from the results

 New concretizer solves many specs that current concretizer can’t
— Backtracking is a huge win – many issues resolved
— Currently requires user to install clingo with Spack
— Solver will be automatically installed from public binaries in 0.17.0

The new concretizer will be default in 0.17

Some facts for the HDF5 package
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 Dependencies and other constraints within 
SDKs could get very messy

 The new concretizer removes the need for 
some of the more painful constructs

 Also allows for new constructs, like 
specializing dependencies
— When conditions are now much more general
— Can be solved together with other constraints.

The new concretizer enables significant simplifications
to packages, particularly complex constraints in SDKs

depends_on('foo+A+B', when='+a+b')
depends_on('foo+A~B', when='+a~b')
depends_on('foo~A+B', when='~a+b')
depends_on('foo~A~B', when='~a~b')

depends_on('foo')
depends_on('foo+A', when='+a')
depends_on('foo+B', when='+b’)

Before

After

depends_on('blas’)
depends_on(

'openblas threads=openmp’, when='^openblas’
)

Specializing a virtual did not previously work:

In some cases we needed cross-products of 
dependency options:
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Four of the top six most wanted features in Spack
were tied to the new concretizer

• Complexity of packages in Spack is increasing
– many more package solves require backtracking than a 

year ago
– Many variants, conditional dependencies, special 

compiler requirements

• More aggressive reuse of existing installs requires 
better dependency resolution
– Need to be able to analyze how to configure the build to 

work with installed packages

• Separate resolution of build dependencies also 
requires a more sophisticated solver
– Makes the solve even more combinatorial
– Needed to support mixed compilers, version conflicts 

between different package’s build requirements

Part of milestone STED09-8
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Four of the top six most wanted features in Spack
are tied to the new concretizer

Part of milestone STED09-8

Done for 0.17

Nearly done for 0.17

Started
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30@spackpmgithub.com/spack

Separate concretization of build dependencies

 We want to:
— Build build dependencies with the "easy" 

compilers
— Build rest of DAG (the link/run dependencies) 

with the fancy compiler

 This required significant concretizer
modifications

 Gets into issues like bootstrapping

1

2 5

3 4

B

B

76

L

8

R

BL

B: build    L: link    R: run

spack install pkg1 %intel

Easy compiler

Fancy compiler
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New compiler dependency model

 Now consistency is enforced via link 
dependencies from 1 and 2

 If the libstdc++ versions from 1 and 2 don’t 
match, then this won’t resolve

 If they do, then we know that the C++ libs are 
compatible and can build this, even with the 
old dependency.

 We currently use some heuristics to enforce
— Moving to SAT makes a lot of sense, again

 Will enable us to support langauge virtuals

1

intel@17

gcc

B

R

2

intel@16

B

gcc@4.9.3

R

L

Already-installed dep

Compiler-imposed dep

libstdc++

L

L
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Human-generated constraints

Ongoing research: 
BUILD is a 3-year research project, started at LLNL in 2020

 Basic premise: humans can’t generate all the
compatibility constraints
— Version ranges, conflicts, in Spack packages not precise
— rely on maintainers to get right.

 BUILD aims to understand software compatibility at 
the binary level
— Develop ABI compatibility models
— Enable automatic and ABI-compatible reuse of system

binaries, foreign binary packages

 WIP: better dependency solvers can enable users 
to solve around system dependencies
— find “closest” match to a prior build, using new packages
— Reproduce a prior build with new requirements

Resolved 
ABI-compatible

Graph

Solver

B version v2, defines t2

f(t1) g(t1, t2)

h(t3) i(t1, t3)

Compatibility Models
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 We are looking at longer-term sustainability directions 
after ECP

 Opportunities (everything is in flux at this point):
— ASCR Workshop on the Science of Scientific-Software 

Development and Use
• just came out

— Leadership Scientific Software Meeting series
https://lssw.io

 We want to be part of any post-ECP sustainability 
effort!
— Likely some type of work in conjunction with E4S

After ECP

https://lssw.io/
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Spack’s long-term strategy is based around
broad adoption and collaboration

• Not sustainable without a community
– Broad adoption incentivizes contributors
– Cloud resources and automation absolutely necessary

• Spack preserves build knowledge in a 
cross-platform, reusable way
– Minimize rewriting recipes when porting

• CI ensures builds continue to work as packages evolve
– Keep packages flexible but verify key configurations

• Any suggestions on sustainability models would be 
appreciated!

Spack
Community
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